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ON  THE THERMAL  CONDUCTIVITIES  OE'  CERTAIN 
POOR  CONDUCTORS. -  I. 
Presented April 13,1898. 
WE have been engagecl for several years in an attempt to measure, by 
the  aid  of  the so called  Wall  MetEiod,"  the thermal  conductivities of 
certain  relativ~ly  poor  conductors;*  and  tlie  variations  of  these  conduc- 
tivities  witli  the temperature.  We have  at length  succeeded in over- 
coming some of  the dificulties which we  have encountered,  aud are now 
ready  to describe  our  apparatus and  to giye  the resiilts of a number  of 
observations made with it. 
Wlieri one end of  a regular riglit prism of  2 n  sides made  of  homoge- 
neous material is kept at a constant tcmperntiire, F$,  aiid the other eild at 
a coiistaut  temperature,  V„  while  its  other  faces  are kept  as nearly  as 
possible at some constant  temperature  betwcen  V.  and  q,  the tempera- 
tures on  the axis of tlie prism in its fiiial state depend very largely on tlie 
ratio of tlic leugtli of  the axis of tlie prism to tEiat of  a diagonal of a Cross 
Despretz, Ann. de Cliiniie et de Physiquc, 1827.  Peclet, Ann. de Cliimie  et 
Je  Pliysiqiic,  1841.  Tynddl,  Phil.  Mag.,  1863.  IIoplcins,  Pliil.  Trans.,  1857. 
Pfnff, Pogg.  Ann.,  CXIII., 18G1.  J. D. Borbes, Proc.  Edin.  Soc., IV.  &ngströni, 
Pogg.  Ann.,  CSIV., 1861.  Neumanii,  Ann. de Chimie et  dc Pliysique, 1863.  G. 
Porbes,  Proc. Edin. Soc., VIII.,  1873.  I-Ierscliell, Lebour,  and  Dunn,  Rep.  Brit. 
ASSOC.,  1873.  V. Beetz,  Pogg. Ann. Jiibelband, 1874.  Smitli  and Riiott,  Proc. 
Edin.  Soc.,  1876.  Lodge,  Pliil.  Mag.  1878.  Less,  Journ. de  Phys.,  VII.,  1878. 
Ayrton and Perry, Pliil.  Mag.,  1878.  EI.  B. Weber,  Vierteljalirsclirift  d. Züriclier 
Naturf. Ges., 1879.  Tlioulet, Comptes Rendus, 1882.  Lagarde, Comptcs Itendus, 
1882.  V.  Littrom, Wien.  Ber.,  LXXI.  Stefan,  Carl's  Rep.,  XIII.  Jannettaz, 
Coinptes Rendus,  1884.  Tuchschrnid,  Beibliitter z. Wied.  Ann., 1884.  M.  Ballo, 
Dingler's  Jourii.,  1886.  H.  Meyer,  Wied.  Ann.,  1888.  R.  Jamagawa, Beibliitter 
z.  Wied. Ann.,  1889.  G.  Stadler, Inaug. Diss.,  Berne,  1889.  'Venske,  Göttinger 
Nacliricliten,  1891.  Grassi,  Atti Ist. Napoli,  1892.  Lees,  Pliil. Trans., 1892. 
Weber, Bull.  Soc. Science Nat. Ncuch., 1896.  Lord ICelvin and Mr. Miirray, Proc. 
Royal SOC.,  1896.  Peirce ancl Willson, American Journal  of  Science,  1896.  Lees 
and Ciiorlton, Pliil. Mag., 1896.  Ocldone, Rend. R. Acc. d. Lincei, 1897.  W. Voigt, 
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section;  arid, if this ratio be small  eriough, the temperature conditions to 
which  the  sides are siibjected are of' slight  importarice.  For instance, 
the temperatures at poirits ou  the  axis of  a  relatively  thiri disk, one face 
of  which  is  kept at 0"  C.  and  the  otlier  at 100'  (J.,  are not  measiir- 
ably different, whether  the  curved  siirface  is lrept at 0"  C. or  100"  C., 
from  thq  temperatures at corresporiding poiiits  on the axis of  an infinite 
disk  of  the  same  thickuess,  tlie  faces  of  which are  lrept  at 0" C.  and 
100" C. respectively. 
On  tlie other liand, if  the temperature gra~licnt  on the side faces could 
be  made to follow the  proper  law, -  or  even  if, for  moderate values of 
V,-  b, it coultl be  kept  constarit, -  tlic temperatiires on  thc: axis of the 
prisni would be much the same, whctlier the prism were slurider or stout. 
In view of  the extreme difliculty  of  coritrollirig, or eveii of  rnensuring 
with accuracy, the  temperatiires  on  tlie side  f'aces of  a  prisni, it seemed 
to us  (lesirable to  rletermine beforeliancl,  as accurately as  we  could  from 
theoretical  considerations, under  eacli of  a  number of  tlifferent  assiimp- 
tions with  respect  to  thc side  temperatures, how short  a  prism of  given 
cross  section  must  bc  in order that  the terupesatures  on  its axis, in the 
case mcntioned  above, might  be  sensibly the snme as if  its cross  section 
were iiifinite in area. 
We shall find it convcnient to write down at the beginniiig of  our (lis- 
cussion  some of  the common equntioris :*  of  tlie tlieory of  heat coiiductioii 
in  the  forms  wliich  we  shall  riced  to  use  later  oii.  If  0 represeuts 
the  temperature at the  time t at any  point, P, in an  isotropic  solid, tlie 
rate of  flow of  heat at this time, at P, in any directiori, is usually assumed 
to  be  the prodnct  of  a scalar  Point  fuiiction,  K',  and the negative of the 
space derivative, talren  at P in the given  directioii, of  a  certain function 
of  the temperature, f (0).  If, therefore,  U,  V, 2nd W ase the compoiierits, 
parallel  to  three  mutually perpendicular  CO-ordinate  axes, of  the vector, 
q, which represents the flow within the solid, 
* Fourier, Thc'orie Analytique de la Chaleur.  Poisson,  Tlie'orie Matlic'inatique 
de  1s Clialeur.  Lam$  Leqons  siir la Thborie Annlytique de la Clialeur.  Kelviii, 
Article  I-Ieat "  in tlie li'lncyclopsilia Britallnicn.  Ireiland, Brit. Assoc. Rep., 1841, 
Preston, Tlieory of IIeat.  Riemann, Partielle Differentialgleiciiungen. 
If (, 3  (  are analytic point functions  which define a system of  orthog- 
onal  curvilinear  CO-ordinates, and  hg,  h„  hg are the gradients of  these 
functions, and if  qt, q,,, pg are the  componeilts of  the Iieat flux talren at 
every poiiit  normal to the siirfaces of constant (, T,  C which pass ~lirougli 
tliat point, 
i  $'C=-  Kr.  h*.  (2)  dP  ' 
For a given  material  which  would  be  homogeneous if  it mere  at the 
same  temperature  thronghout,  under  given  pressure conditions, K'  is as- 
sumed  to  be  constant, so  tl~at  fr (Oj is  a function  of  tlie temperature 
only.  This  product  is  called the  specific conductivity  of  the substance 
under  the giveti circumstances,  and  is derioted  by  B"  (0)  or by  K.  Wa 
may write, therefore, 
If  a closed analytic surface, S, be  drawn within the  solid and if  (t,  n), 
(7, n), ([,  TA)  represeiit  the siigles  between  the exterior  normal  to S  at 
any  point  oii  it  nnd  the  directioris  at tliat  poiut  iu  whicli t, 7,  and  P 
increase niost rapidly,  the fliix of  heat across S from witliin outward may 
be written 
Tlie  surface  integral, taketi  over  S, of  Ucos (t,  n), where  U is  aily 
furictiori whicli, witli its space derivatives of the first order, is continuous 
within aud upon  X,  is equal to the volume integral, extended through the 
space enclosed  by S,  of  hg .  h, .  JA*.  1%  ,  so tha;  the flux  across  aai 
X  may be expressed by  the integral 
If  (8) is the specific heat  per unit  volume  of  the body  under  the 
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ae  Jjjq  (8) . ,  .  dr,  and, since  this result is iudepeiiclent of  tlie forni 
of  S and of  the volurne of  the space euclosed by it, at every point witliiu 
the solid 
three different forms of  the equation of continuity. 
Iii  Cartesian CO-ordinates,  this equation becomis 
3 e  If  the flow of heat witliin a solid is steady, -  vaiiislies at every point, 
d t 
q is a solenoidal ~~ector,  aud tlle equation of  continuity iu terms ol Cartesiaii 
CO-ordiiiates  becomes 
It  is usually assumed that 8 is continuous at the  surface of  separation 
of two isotropic solids of  different conductivities.  If nl and  n, are nor- 
mils at a point of such a surface drawn iiito the first and secoud conduc- 
torv respectively, and if  the flow of  heat is steady, 
If  the ternperature differeiices mithin  a  body are comparf~tively  slight; 
we rnay of'teu  use Fourier's assumptioii and represerit f  (B)  approxiinately 
by 0 itself.  As we shall need to compare the solutions of  certain simple 
problems in the steady flow of  hcat obtained on  this hypotliesis with the 
corresponding solutions obtained on  the assumption  that f (8) and 8 are 
not identical, we may note certain  facts in passing.  It is easy to  prove 
by  an  elementary  application  of  Green's  Theorem  that a  function,  V, 
which is Iiarmonic witliin a  given  closed  surface S, and whicli upon two 
given portions, SI arid S2,  of S  lias tlie constant vnlues Cl  aiid C2 respect- 
ively,  wliile  at every  ollier  part  of  S its  normal  tlurivative  is  zero, is 
(letermiried by  these coiiditioiis.  If this  function  lias  been  found, it is 
easy to write down the uniclue function 
whicli  is  liarmonic within S, lias  the  constant value  C',  on  Si and  the 
constant valcie  Cf2  on  SB aiid  the  normal  dei-ivative of  wl~icli vanishes 
at all points of  S wliich do not belong to SI or SI,.  The farnilies of  sur- 
faces defined  by  the equ:it,ions,  V =  coiistant,  V' =  constant, are identi- 
cal.  If, therefore, two given portions of  the surface of  a  solid isotropic 
conductor  in  whicli  these  is  a  steady flow  of  heat  be  kept at constatit 
temperatures (Cl  and  C2) while  there  is  no  flow  across  the  rest  of  its 
surface,  the  function  V; which  on  Fourier's  hypothesis  gives  tlie  tem- 
peratures  at all points  within  tlie solid,  is connected with tlie function 
V', wliich gives f (B)  on the assumption tbat this is not  identical witli  6 
itself, by means of  the equation 
and the forms of  the isothermal surfaces are independent  of  the form  of 
the function J: Two  harmonic functions  can  only  have  the  same level  surfaces when 
one is a linear fuiictioii of  the otlier.  If upon n given portioris, Sb S2,  S3, 
. . .  Sn,  of  a given closed surface, S, V lias the constant values  C;>„ Cl,'C3, 
.  . .  C,,,  respectively,  and  V'  the  values,  $'(C,),  Ir' (C2), Irr (C3), . . . 
F(Cn),  while upon the remainder of' S, if  tliere is ariy, tlie iiormal deriva- 
tives  of  V  and V'  are  eero,  and  if  V and  V'  are harmoriic  witliin  S, 
V'  caunot iii geiieral be expressed as a linear furiction of  V,  aud, if n is 
greater thaii 2, their level surfaces will  not  usually coincide.  If  n is  3, 
tlie condition of coincidence is evidently 
I 
If  U  has  the  constant  values  C;, Cs, C,;  V  tlie  constant  values 
ICl, .IC2, I&;  and  W the coustant  values  LI, L„  L,  on  SI,  S;„ S3,  re- 
spectively, if  the normal derivatives of  these functioiis are equal to Zero 
at evei'y  point of  S not  included in SI,  S2,  or S3,  arid  if  all  these  func- 
tions are harmonic within X,  W can always be expressed  uniyuely in  the 
form  A U + B V + D, unless 
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Before we were able to decide upon  tlie  forins and  dimensions  of  our 
apparatns  arid  upon  the  mariner  in  which  it sliould  be  used, we  found 
it desirable  to  malre  some  rather elaborate  computations based  on  the 
mathematical  solutioris of  certain  problems iii  heat conduction.  In de- 
scribiug this work  it will  be  convenieut  to  state, first,  some  iualytiwl 
results to which we shall afterwards give various physical interpretations. 
We have  purposely put  these  preliminary  statements  in  yurely mstlie- 
matical language lest they should seeui to  be  naibrower in their  applica- 
tions than they really are. 
(1)  The square bases of  a rectaugular parallelopiped  bf  height 1 are 2 a 
lang arid 2 a broad.  A function, V,  hai9monic within this parallelopiped, 
hns the constant value lT,  at tlie lower base and the constant value Y,  at 
the upper base.  At  every point of  the other faces of  the pnsm V satisfies 
the equation 
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d  V 
where Yis a constant, and -  represents the derivative of  V taken in  3 n 
the direction of  the  exterior  normal.  If the origin  of  rectangular  co- 
ordinates  be  taken  at the centre  of  the  lower  base while  the  axes  of 
X and y are parallel to the sides of  this base,  V is given by the equation 
p=m  lc=m 
V E  V +xcp  .  cos (np y)cc16  .  DOS (nk  X) n  ,  (20) 
where !il  represents the quantity 
- 
C(  -7) -  (  -  ~)ZLA~lJ6]e"A~il,~6+  -  [(Y, -  Y)~'%,I~-  (  I; - 
,zAp,k-  ,IAp,k 
Here nl, n,„ n„ etc. are the successive roots of the equation 
K n .  tan (n  U) =  h, 
and Ap,lc Stands for the  radical .,/q  +  +,li,  while  C„  C„  c3, etc. are the 
coefficients of the successive terms in the development, 
1 =  cl cos (n,0)  + C,  cos (n20) + c3 tos (%0) i-.  . . . . 
so that  clz  4 sin (nr U) s (2 n1; a + sin  (2 nie U)). 
It  is to be noticed  that equation (20) would give, on  Fourier's  assump- 
tions, the final temperatures mithin a liomogeneous parallelopiped of  spe- 
cific internal condnctivity  K,  and of ejaternal conductivity h, if tlie lower 
base were lrept at tlie constant temperature  V, and the upper base at tlie 
constant temperature Y„  while the sides were exposed to the atmosphere 
at tlie  temperat~ire  Iii  this  resiilt  the  absolute  dimensioiis  of  tlie 
' 
parallelopiped  are  inextrickbly  involved  with  the  value  of  h 1  K. 
(2)  The square bases of  a  rectangular  parallelopiped  of  height  I  are 
2 n long and  2 a  broad.  A function,  V,  liarmonic witliin this parallelo-  . 
piped, has  tlie  constant value  V,  at the  lower  square base,  the constant 
value  I;i at the upper base, and the constant  value  on the other faces 
of  the parallelopiped.  If, then, the  centre of  the  lower base be used as 
origin of  co-ordinates, with axes of  X and y  parallel to sides of  the base, 
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where @ represents the quantity 
-- 
-(Vo-asinh  --  -  (  Pa 
sinh (E  1/17) 
and where p and p are integers. 
V is  evidently  tlie  temperature  on  Fourier's  hypothesis  within  the 
parallel~pi~ied,  if its bases and sides are kept at the  tempeiatiires  Vo,  Vl, 
and 7  respectively, when  the flow  is  steady.  In this  case tlie slccific 
conductiviiy of  the material  of  whicli the Iiomogeneous liarallelopiped  is 
made  does not  affect  the temperaturestwithin the solid, and tlie relative, 
not ilie absolute, dimensions of  the parallelopiped  are of  importance.  Tl~e 
iiiterpretation  of  the equation (21) when f  (B) aiid  0 are assumed to be 
different is obvious. 
(3)  A  function  which  involves  the time and tlie distance from the 
dV dV d"V  co-ordinate plane  z =  0,  is contiriuous, as are -  -  dt  9  dz7  dia7  in the 
"gion  3, boonded  by the  planes  z =  0,  z =  1.  Within  B,  V satisfies 
dV  d2V  the  equation -  -  -  a2  rza  .  V  vanishes  wlien  z =  1,  and  has  tlie 
constant value V, wheii  z =  0, whatever t is.  If, when t =  0,  V= V. 9 (i) 
for all points within B, 
d 
If  9 (2)  has the constant value  C, 
'J  where T =  l2  / a2 Ti. 
Equstion (23) would give, on  Pourier)~  assumptions, the tempeiatiires 
at auy time within  a homoge~ieous  infinite plane  latnina  of  thickiiess 1 
initially at tlie nnifoim temperature  C 5,  if, from the time t =  0,  one face 
were kept  at the  constant  temperature V.  and the otlier at the constatlt 
temperature Zero. 
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(4)  The radiiis of  the base of  a right cylinder of revolution of length 
I  is a.  A function,  V,  harmonic  witliin  this  cylindei*, has  the constaiit 
value  on  one (the  lower)  base,  the  constant  value  V,  on  the upper 
base, and tlie cohstant value Fon  the convex surface.  If, then, the axis 
of  tlie cylinder be used as axis of  z with origin at tbe centre of.  the lower 
base,  V is given by tbe equatiori 
=m ,~~("h){(  G -  v)  sinh re)+(  C-  T) sinll 
V= V+  2 C- 
2) -  1  X,  .  J, (xp) .  sinh (0) 
(24) 
wliere  .&  and  J1  represent  Bessel's  Functiori  of  tlie  zeroth  and  first 
Order, respectively,  and  X,  is  the pth root iri  order of magnitude of  tlie 
equation  J,  (3)  t.)=  0.  Tlie  first  ten  vslues  of  X  foi wliich  tlie Bessel's 
Fiinction  of  the  zeroth  order  vanishes  have  been  given  by  Meissel." 
We Iiave  cornputed  the  ncxt  tliirty  vslues  of  tlie  :G'S  by  the  aid  of 
Stokes's  Forrn~ila.~  aud the values  of  tlie Eessel's  I'uiiction  of  tlie Grst 
order  corresponding  to  tliese  foi-ty 5;s  either froni  tlie series which usu- 
ally defiiies Jl (X) or from tlie  semi-corivergeiit series.  'i'his  computation 
was  clone  by  ineans  of  Vega's ten  place  table of  logarithms,$ except  in 
the  few cases  where  a  greatcr  rinmber of  1,laccs was iiecessary, and for 
tliese we liad  recourse to Thoman's  tab1es.S  Al1  the  values  have  been 
chccked  by  tluplicate  computation, aiid  the first four values of  J,  (X) hy 
coiiiparisoii witli  JYlIeissel's  tal)les.  The resiilts  of  this  work  appear in 
Ti~ble  1.  Tnble 11. gives to severi  places  of  decirnals the values  of  the 
x,'s  from p =  ,41 to p = 65.  The values of  Von tlie axis of  the cylin- 
der depeiitl upou the corresl)ondiiig vnlues of  tlie futiction 
8EJ={x,  sinh (Y) 
P=  1  .  J(T,) sinh ($) ' 
* Meissel, Matli.  Abliai~dlui~gen  der  k. A,k:id.  der  Wissenscliaften zu  Berlin, 
1888. 
1.  Stolres, Cnmb.  Pliil.  Trans., IS. Lominel,  Studien  über  die  Bessel'sclien 
Functionen,  Leipzig,  1868.  Bnyleigli,  The  Tlieory  of  Soiind,  London,  1878. 
Byerly, Tre:~tise  oii  Fourier's  Series, etc., Bostou, 1893.  Gray and Matliews, Bes- 
sel Functions and tlieir Applications to Pliysics. 
$.  Vega, Tliesaiirus Logaritlimorum Completus, Lipsie, 1794. 
$  Tlioman, Tables de Logaritlimes L 27  Dicimales pour les Calculs de Pricision, 
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TABLE  11. 
The  pth  Boot  in  Order of  Jfagnitude qf  the Eqvation  ,l;  (X) =  0 
is  denotcd  by  xp. 
and  these latter we  have computed for certain  vnlues of  g / I  and  a 1  1 
by the help of Gudermann's tables.'  The results  nppear  in Table 111. 
To avoid possible errors aiidng from  cominning  so  many quautities, we 
geneidly  used  seven  places,  although  tlie  time  required  for  tlie  com- 
~"tation,  whi~h  was  done  in  duplicate, was  thereby  increased  bp some 
weeks. 
P 
4 1 
42 
43 
44  ' 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
5  4 
55 
5  6 
57 
58 
59 
60 
6 1 
62 
63 
64 
65 
X  Gu(lermann. Theorie der Potenzial oder  Cyhli~cli-liyperbo~i~~1~~~  Punctionen, 
Berlin, 18.33.  Willson arid Peirce, Bulletin of tiie Americno DiI;~Il~m&tic~l  sooiety, 
1807. 
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TABLE  111. 
xp JJ,  (xp)  sinh 
Log i,k 
--- 
8.8482997 
8.84::0:;5:; 
8.S378956 
8.8828247 
8.8279G72 
8.823 1  685 
8.0184731 
8.8188627 
8.S09.3767 
8.8041675 
8.8006469 
8.79640s!) 
8.7922529 
8.788 1749 
8.7841 721 
8.7802418 
8.776381 3 
8.7725883 
8.7688604 
8.7651 954 
8.7G159 12 
8.7550459 
8.7545576 
8.751 1244 
8.7477496 
XP 
128.02087701 
131.1 6244628 
134.30401664 
137.44558802 
140.5871  6035 
143.72873357 
146.870307 63 
150.01 188246 
153.1 5345808 
156.29503427 
159.4360111  6 
162.57818867 
165.71976675 
168.86134537 
172.00292450 
175.14450412 
178.28608620 
181.42766471 
184.56924564 
187.71082696 
190.85240865 
193.99399070 
197.13557308 
200.27715580 
203.41873881 
We chall  wish  to  base  an  argument  upon  the  values of  S given in 
tlie last  line of Table III., and upon certain corresponding values  of  the 
quantity 
Log X,, 
2.10728080 
2.1  1780951 
2.12808900 
2.1 3823080 
2.14734.566 
2.15754360 
2.1 669::400 
2.17G17471 
2.18512681 
2.1 9394518 
2.20458642 
2.21106228 
2.21937431 
2.22753025 
2.23553583 
2.24339651 
2.25111745 
2.25870951 
2.2661 593-1 
2.27348932 
2.2806'3765 
2.28778828 
2.29476500 
2.30163142 
2.30838096 
J. (5)  . sinh (S$) 
xp .  J1 (X„) .  sinh 
We print,  therefore,  in  Tables  V.  and  VI., tlie  numerical  values  of 
the  terms  of  the  series  which  define  these  functions  in  the  cases  in 
cluestiori. 
It is  evident that the three values of 8 are jii  rcality less than 0.125, 
0.200,  0.375,  respectively, thougii by quantities far too small to appear iii 
our results.  Unavoidable  errors introduced by adding together, in some 
instances, hundreds of  numbers  determined by logaritlims, make the last 
Ggures given doubtful.  Although our computations mere made through- 
out with the dd  of seven place  and  ten  place  tables, we  Iiave conteuted 
oiirselves mith four places in t&ulating  tlie values of  2'.  It  is interesting 16  PROCEEDINGS OF THE  AFIIERICAN ACADEFIIT. 
to notice  the seemingly anomalous seyuence  of  values  iri  tlie terms of 
the  series for  T.  In fact,  the relations  between  the  successive  terms 
is, for some  cases that we  have  studied, so  complicntted  that the detec- 
tion  of  accidental  errors  of  computntion  becomes  extremely  <lifficiilt. 
T =  0  when r =  a,  whatever  z is, and equation (24)  cau  be written  in 
the  form 
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TABLE V. 
sinh (-5;) 
q,  .A  (xp)  sinh (2) 
TABLE IV.  1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
G 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
2  9 
3  0 
5  1 
32 
33 
34 
35 
3  6 
POL. 
- 
$0.1931944 
-0.1108619 
f0.0694976 
-0.0434740 
$0.0268426 
-0.0163951 
+0.0099432  . 
-0.0060054 
$0.0036198 
-0.0021801 
+0.0013132 
-0.0007914 
$0.0004777 
-0.0002886 
+0.0001746 
-0.0001057 
+0.0000641 
-0.0000389 
+0.0000237 
-0.0000144 
+O.OOOOQSS 
-0.0000053 
f0.0000033 
-0.0000020 
+0.0000012 
-0.0000007 
+0.0000005 
-0.0000002 
+0.0000001 
-0.0000001  ...  ...  ...  . . .  ...  ... 
XXXIV. -  2 
3.0.389186 
-0.230224 
+0.152211 
-0.102502 
f0.069353 
-0.0471  11 
'  +0.032159 
-0.022070 
+0.015227 
-0.010557 
+0.007351 
-0.005139 
+0.003  604 
-0.002536 
+0.001789 
-0.001264 
+0.000896 
-0.000635 
*  +0.000452 
-0.000321 
+0.000229 
-0.0001  63 
+0.000117 
-0.000083 
$0.000060  ' 
-0.000043 
+0.000031 
-0.000022 
+0.000015 
-0.000011 
+0.000008 
-0.000006 
+0.000004 
-0.000003 
+0.000002 
-0.000002 
f  0.590€j10 
-0.367436 
$0.263868 
-0.198205 
+0.152$45 
-0.118978 
+0.094069 
-0.075105 
f0.060435 
-0.048940 
+0.039837 
-0.032667 
$0.026720 
-0.021$90 
+O.O18i,43 
-0.015007 
+0.012439 
-0.010325 
+0.008d88 
-0.007150 
+0.005?62 
-0.004975 
+0.004159 
-0.003479 
$0.002912 
-0.002441 
$0.002046 
-0.001717 
+0.001442 
-0.001211 
+0.001018 
-0.000856 
+0.000721 
-0.000607 
+0.000511 
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TABLE V. -  Conlitlired. 
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TABLE VI. -  Continueci. 
(5)  The radius of the base of a right cylinder of revolution of heiglit  1 
is a  The Centre  of  the  lower  base is used as the origin ofa systern of 
columnar co-ordinates (T, 8, z), tho axis of the cylinder heilig tllo  axis of 
z,  A function  which  is  continuous everywliero  within  the cylinder, 
the value  Zero  On  the curved surface and on the lower bnse; nnd the 
~nstant  value 6  On  the upper base.  Tlie planes  z =  2:  r; =  P,  divido 
the c~linder  into tllree portions (I), (2), arid (3), in  which  V is repre- 
sented aual~ticall~  by three hnctions, T'&  V,,  K, „,pectively,  If,  when 
av,  av,  .z =  zf,  k1 -  =  av 
$2  kz  , and when  s =  Zf I,  k2  -2  -  k8 -  ,  wllero 
az 
kl)  k2)  k3  nre given COnstants,  V„  T;,  V3  are given by the erluations 
p=~  2  4 (Y)  [d3  sinh (Y)  + B3 cosh (Y)],  (28) 
p=o 
wliere 81, A2,  A3, B,,  and B,  are subject to the conditions 
Al sinh (G)  =  A, sinh (8)  + B,  cosh  (Gf), 
kl  Al cosh (Y)  =  k,  [g, cosh (G)  + B2 sinh (Y)]  , 
A„inh  + B, cosh  =  A3  sinh (B)  + BI cosh  , 
X* lff  xp  lff  4 [d2  cosli  + B3  sinh (T)] 
xp  lff  XI,  lff  =  k, [J,  cosh (T)  + B3 sinh  , 
A3  sinh (Y)  + .B3 cosh (8)  =  2 V, 
X,  Jl  (X,) ' 
and where X,  is the pth root in order of  magnitude of  the Bessel's  Equa- 
tion  J,  (X)  =  0. 
If, for brevity, we denote the qiiantities 
by  s,  C,  sf,  C',  sf',  C",  and 0,  respectively, these equations of  condition 
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Alsf= d2sf  +  B2d,  X.,  Al  C'  =  I;, (Ag  C'  + B2  s'), 
A, s"  + B, cff  =  A3  sff  + Bj  cff,  $  Apof  +  k2L2  sff  =  $  Ai C''  +  kj  BI  sf: 
A,s+ B3c=LI. 
The determinant of  the coefficients of  the s's  and  C'S  may be  redumd 
to the form 
Al = 
-E2L,cn  (3I) 
c's'(k1-1~2) { ~~c~'~(sc'~-cs'~)+k~cc'~(cc~~ss~~)  1  +(/C~C/L~~~/~)  { cs~~~~8~ss~~~c~~~+~2cc~~~s~~c~sc~~~  1 
If in the Special case where  and E,  are equal, we ~vrite  kl =  k2 =  4,  we get 
0  klcfa -  hs'3 
-Pa  (32) 
c'sf(p -  1)  {sO(sc/'-  CS//) +  pc'/(ccf/ -  ss") 1 +  (pct2 -  St2) 
cct/)+c//(s//c -  1 
with corresponding values for the other coefficients. 
C 
C df  S  C"  -  C s'f  c C'' 
E,  C cff  k8 (s  sff -  C C")  k2  C s" 
when  z =  E,  whatever r is ;  and  (3) has  the  uniform  value P  (8)  when 
r =  a, whatever z is.  The value.of this function P (8) is evidently 
(3  0) 
or, for points on the axis, 
and 
P(~)(1-2Sl~,-2S,)+2~(~o).S,~,+2~(~l).S,;  (34) 
that is, 
P(@-  P(00) =  2 X,  [P(0,) -  P(Bo)] +  [J'((B)  -  P(00)l (1 -  2 X, - ,  -  2 B,). 
z  E 
(35) 
In the case of  an infinite lamina, where . - =  0, - =  0,  a  a 
The differerice between  the values, at any point, of P  (B) in the case of 
the infinite lamina and in the case  a =  5 1,  is 
-  It  is easy to prove that for given values of 1 and a, 1 -  2 Sl-, -  2 S, 
We shall need at the outset  only two or three applications of  the fore- 
going theory.  We may ask first what must be the iel:itive dimensions of r 
homogeneous regular right prism, one end of  aliich is kept at tlie iiuiform 
tem~el'atnre  00 arid  the  other  end  at tho  uniform  temperature  0,  ,viiile 
its other faces are kept ab some uiiiform temperatum 8,  between  8, ;lnd Bi, 
in Order  the tempe~atuips  on the axis of  the pRsm  iii the fillal sp~te 
shall  be  sensibly the  mme wliatever value  8 has.  If,  for instance,  the 
diflerence betweeu  6'0  and  8, is  100'  C., what  must  be  tlle ratio of the 
radius  of the circumference inscribed in a right section of  tlle  prism to 
tlle.hdght 1 of the prism, in order that tue temperature of every  On 
the axis may be  the  Same  within less than OO.O1  C., whathei  $i8 equ~l 
to 60 or to  ?  Since we  need  merely  to  find  a  lower  ümit for  +  1, 
shall  do  weil  to  si~bstitute  for the prism the inscribed rinht cyliuder 
b  of  revolution) arid  apply the  soliition  of  Problem  4  given  &ove. 
We are to  find a fonction of  7,  and Z,  linrmonic for valuea ofr  belween 
O  arid  arid  values of  b~tweeti  0  and  1,  which  (1)  tlle  iIniform 
value  (80) when 8 =  0, whatever i' is ;  (2) llas tlie uniform Value 3  (glj 
lias its greatest value when z =  4  2,  and if  (G +  E is as great as 5, it is clear 
from Table V.  that neither 1 -  2 Sl-, -  2 S, nor (  2 S, -  7)  can for any 
point of  the axis be nearly so great as 0.00001, so that whatever  is, the 
value of  P (B)  is siirely equal, wittiin  less  than  one ten-thousandth part 
of  the greater  of  the  quantities  P(B$ -  P(BO),  P(@ -  $'(B,,),  to the 
value whicli it would have at the Same point on t.he axis if  the disk were 
infinite.  By exactly  what  amount the temperatures  themselves  would 
differ in the two cases cannot be stated unless we know  something of the 
nature of  the function  P. 
"  . For certain  substances, experiment  seems  to  show  that within  wide 
limits P (B)  can  be  expressed  as a  linear  function  of  0, as Fourier as- 
sumed.  111 the  case of  any one of  these substances  we may  say, for 
example, that the  final temperature at a point on the axis of  a disk the 
radius of  which is at  least five times its thiclrness, if  one face is kept at 
100" C.  and the other at  O0  C.,  cannot be changed  by nearly so much as 
OO.O1 C. by altering the temperature of  the edge of  the disk from O0 C. 24  PROCIEDINGS OF TBI  AAIERICAN  ACADEMY. 
to  100'  C.  The effect  of  radiation  or  conduction  from  the  edge  is 
therefore of  no  cousequence. 
MO& experimenters  hare been  able to reproduce mathematicallg the 
results of  their work on thermal conductivities by assuming that in every 
case the conductivity,  K,  is a linear function of 8, say  K'  (1 + 2  b 8), where 
d  is small (usually less  than .003), so  that F (8) =  G +  K'  8 (1 +  b 8). 
On  this  assumption the  temperatures  within  an infinite disk  would  be 
given  by  the  equation, 
Except in instances where near certain temperatures some great chem* 
ical or physical changes take place in the material5 conceriied, experiment 
appears to show that  K  always changes slowly with  the temperature, arid7 
whether or not we know the exact wdture of  the connection  between tlle 
two, it is easy to get a superior limit for the effect on the final tempera- 
tures at points  on  the  axis of  such a disk as has jiist been  described, of 
changes in the edge temperatures.  Neither  in  our own experience nor 
in  any published reports that have come to our notice have we found any 
substance in  which the cliange of  K  with  0  is  so rapid  tliat  in  a disk, 
where  a 2 6 I,  made  of  it, with  its faces  lrebt at O0  C.  and  100'  C. 
respectively, t.he final temperatures of points ori  tlie axis co~ld  be affected 
by iienrly so  much  as  OO.O1  C.  by changing  the  edge temperaturc from 
0"  C.  to 100'  C.  We are here coneerned merely with the md, wnitude of 
a possible mor, and in  every case to dich  we  need to apply our theory 
we shall be well within bounds if we assume that tlie error is not greater 
than twice the error which sould be found if  8  and f(8)  were ideutical, 
as  Fourier  assumed  them to be.  We  have,  therefore, tabulated  for  a 
numerical example the final temperatures computed on Foulier's  hypotll- 
esis at several points on the axis of  a disk of  radius a and lenpth I, when 
0.e  face (2 =  0) is kept st tlie uniform temperature  0'  C. and the other 
face (z =  1) at the uniform temperature 100'  C.  on t~o  or three different 
assum~tions  with  respect to tha edge temperatures.  If the face temper- 
stures are 80 arid 8,  and if  the  temperature has the Same value, 8, at all 
Pints  of the edge, the final axial temperatures are given by the equation 
and  from  this  expression,  with  the  help  of  the numbers in the body of 
Table IV.,  many special  problems  can  be solved  with very little labor. 
The expression 
A (1 -  2 T, -  2 T,-J  + 2 B T,.-,+  2 8,. T,  + (8, -  B) (I -  ;) 
gives  tlie  final  temperatures  in  a  homoge~ieous dislr  of  radius  U  and 
Iieiglit 1, one face (z =  0) of which  is  kept at the  uniform  temperature 
8„  the other  face (z =  I)  at the  uniform  temperature Bl,  and  -,  the rim at 
oonstant temperatures given by  tlie law A + (80 -  B)  (1 -  i) .  Brom 
this  we  may  See,  that,  with  a  very  rude  approximation  to a  uniform 
gradient  in  the  temperatures  of  the  edge of  a disk of  relatively large 
thickness, the  final  temperatures on the axis are sensibly tlie Same as for 
an infinite disk of  tlie Same thickness. 26  PROCEEDINGS  OE'  THE  ARIERICA~N  ACADERIY. 
Some of  the results given in the first columu of  T~d.~lc  VII., with some 
others, are represented graphically in Figures 1 lrnd  2.  Iu Figure 1  the 
ordinates are the fiual axial temperutureu ;  the abouiuuas, tliu diswiices from 
the cold face of  the  slab.  The straight line  corres~~uucls  to ari  iufinite 
slab; the other ciirves, in  order,  to disks mhere ct =  I,  a =  4  1,  cs  =  4 1, 
arid a =  +I, respectively.  In Figure 2, the ordinaks of  the threa: ciirves 
I  1  3 1  are the final temperatures on the axis at  tlie points z = -  - -  -  - - - 
4' "- 2'  --  4> 
respectively, and tlie abscissas are the values of a, each liorizorita.1 sp3ce 
corresponding to a chauge in a of  + 1. 
Find Axial  Tempcraturcs  in a  honzogcneozcs  Dis4  of  Rudizs  a  alld 
Thickness  2,  whsn one  Face  (z =  0) is ltept  ut  100" C.,  il~c  other Pace 
(2 =  1) at O0  C., und the Bdye at the u~zvornl  Tc~nperaturc  g. 
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If  one is to measure the quantity of  heat that passes through a portion  , 
of  the  disk,  lying  within a cylindrical surface of  revolutiou of relatively 
small radius CO-axial  mith the disk, it is desirable to malre the ratio  of  U 
to  I  so large  that possible changes  in,the edge ternperatures  shall not 
sensibly affect tlie temperatures at aiiy Point mithiii  the portion  in  ques- 
tion.  It will  be  sufricient for  our piirpose to consider tlie temperatures 
at a distarice I  from the axis in  a  homogerieous dislc  for  which  a =  5. 
It is evident  ihat  the greatest effect of ternperature changes on the edge 
of  the disk will apppear at those points on  the  inside  cylindrical portion 
neaiSest  the edge,  that is, farthest from the axis. 
Taking the formula 
and using the values of  T  given in Table VI., we see that, if B,, =  100" C- 
and eZ =  0'  C.,  and, if  tlie wliole edge is  kept at the temperature O0 C* 28  PROCEEDINGS  OF TEE AhlERICAN  ACBDICMY. 
the temperature at no point within the cylinder of rndiuü 1 CO-axial  with 
the disk  differs by more  than  0°.02  from  the  temperature at tlie corre- 
sponding point in  an infinite disk  of  the  snme tliickness  aiid same face 
temperatures.  In practice there is always a gradual fall iii edge temper- 
atures as z increases from 0 to I,  and in  such  a  case  we  msy cousider a 
I  guard ring of  width 4 1  amply lnrge enough to make thu final temperntures 
within a right cylinder of  radius I and  thickness I  seiisibly eclunl  to tliose 
withiu an infinite slab of  the Same thickness and same face tcmpcratiires. 
In our experimental  work  we  have  sometimes fourid  it desirablo  to 
introduce between two slabs of  low conductivity a t.hiri sheot of  tiufoil of 
comparatively very  high  conductivity.  It is  evident  thnt  uiider  coii- 
ceivable  conditions such  a layer of  meta1 might swiously affect thc final 
temperatu~es  in  the slabs near  their  common  axis.  To investigate the 
disturbanies that miglit arise from this cause, we  may apply the  solution 
of  Problem 5  given  above to the extreme case mhere the uniform edge 
temperature is equal to one of the face temperatures, and where  LI  =  h8. 
If we attempt to compute numerical values of the series 
by usinp  the  expression for dl given in equation (32), we shall find tlle 
amount OE  Iaboi. involved enormous ;  ive will  thereforc  chango  tlie  form 
, of  the  expression so  as  to  make the nature of  its dependence upon tll@ 
dimensions of  the  cylinders  and  upon  their conductivities more evident, 
keeping  in  mind  the  fact  that tlic ratio of ?G,  to % is very 1;lsge.  If kve 
deriote the denominatos of  the  ycond  member of  (82) by 4  aud writß 
a  sinh-I s',  + 8  ~i~h-1  and  ao % sinh-l  s , 
we have 
=~s((i-~)2~osh2~  (p2-  1) [CO&  2 (U +  6) -CO& 2  -  (1 +  p,)') 
-tc  (l-P)'~inh  2%  +&  ~(l  -p2)  [sinh  2 (.  +  8) -  sinh 2.1 
=  4  -  ~)'sinb  (no -  2  6) -  (1 +  sinh ,X,  -  (1 -  P')  [sinh  (MO -  2 n -  2 8) -  sinh (U, -  2 U)]}  9 
and 81  = 
4P 
(1  +  p)Q  sinh ao-  (1 -  P)%inli (ao -  26) +  (1  -P)  [sinh (ao -  2a -  26)  -sinli  (ao -  2a) ' 
This expression,  though  still  sufficiently complicated,  shows  that for 
properly chosen cases, as good for our present purpose as any others, the 
computation is comparatively simple. 
If, for instance,  the thickness of  the lower slab is half  tliat of the disk 
formed of the two slabs and the intermediate sheet of metal,  I'  =  I and 
n, =  2 n,  SO that 
4pn 
'1  = (1 +  p)2  sinh  -  (1 -  sinh (no -  2 8) -  (1 -  p3 sinh 2 6 (38)  0 
If we denote tlie denominator of  this expression by sinh no .  (1 +  A), and 
n 
note that, if we make p equal to unity, we  shall have Al = -  cor- 
sinh U, ' 
responding  to  the  ca,se of  a  homogeneous  cylinder  already  treated  in 
Problem  4, we  sball  see that  Vl  in the case of  tlie heterogeneous cylin- 
der can  be  found  by mnltiplying  each  term of  the  series  for  2:  by the 
2Y,  quantity -  and that in our problems tlie resultirig series  is usu- 
(1 + A> ' 
ally more ConveGent than the original. 
In order to exaggerate the  magnitude  of  the disturbing effect of  the 
tinfoil, we have  chosen  for  computation  a valiie of  p much smaller and 
a  value of  6  much greater than the proper values of  these quantities for 
most of our experiments, assuming  that  a =  5 1 = 10 1'  =  500 (1"  -  I'), 
and that  p =  0.002,  so that A is nearly equal to 
x2 
xp  ctnh + no - -  + xl,  tanh  cco - -  1000  1000' 
wliere 
C  7  1  hese values correspond in certain  cases to large distui*brinces  of temper- 
ature on tlie axis of the slabs, as the results sliorv.  Considei; fbi. instance,  . 
the point  z =  11,  r =  0,  in a compound slab 2 cm. thick  and  20  cm. in  " 
diameter, built  up  of  a slab of poorly conducting material 1  Cm.  thick, a 
sheet of  metal 0.2 mrn.  thick, aiid a second  slab of  the same material as 
the first.  Let tlie lomer face be kept at the temperatuiqe  O0 C.,  the other 
Pace at the temperature 100° C.,  and let every point of  the edge bc kept 80  PROCEEDINGS  OQ  THE  AnIERICAN  ACADEhIY. 
at 0'  C.  The terms of the series which give the final  temperature may 
be  found without  much  difficulty by the aid of  the numbers in the third 
column of Table V.  Their values are 
"C.,  SO tbat the temperature required is 4'i0.12+  C. 
The terms of the Serie8 which give the final temperature  at points for 
which  2 =  1,  =  2, can  be  found in  a similar way by the help of  tue 
nunibers in the third column of  Table VI. 
values are 
1.  $57.8982 
2.  -14.1020 
3.  -1,  2.9988 
4.  -  0.0904 
5-  -  0.4716  , 
6-  + 0.4020 
7.  -  0.2192 
8.  + 0.0782 
9.  -  0.0018 
10.  -  0.0254 
11.  .+ 0.0256 
12.  -  0.0160 
13.  + 0.0062 
14.  -  0.0000 
15.  -  0.0024 
16.  + 0.0026 
17.  -  0.0018 
18.  $ 0.0008 
19.  -  0.0000 
20.  -  0.0002 
B, 
and the temperature is 46O.48. 
If  the  radii  of  the  slabs  and  the meta1 ,sheet had  been  infinite,  the 
temperature in  these  media  would  have been  given  by the expressions  . 
Mz, M (p  z -I- 1 -  p),  and  M(z f $G  -  1))) respectively,  where 
M= 100 / (1.98 + .02  In  all  practical  cases  the  temperatures  of 
points on the rim of the disk increase gradually from the cold face to the 
warin  face, and  it  would  be  easy  to  show  tliat  those  portions  of  the 
isothermal  surfaces  which  we  have used in computing the results of  our 
observations are sensibly plane. 
The characteristic differential equation which gives the relation between 
tlie temperature,  the space co-ordiriates, and the time in a  body in which 
there  is  an  unsteady flow of  heat, involves tlie specific heat of  the body, 
which is  itself  a function  of  the temperature.  Without attempting just 
here  to  investigate  the  nearness  of  the appi.oximation obtained  in any 
given case by assuming the specific heat to be constant, we  will  give  for 
future reference  some nurnerical results obtaiued by  using several differ- 
ent values of  z,  1,  and c in the Solution of Problem 3. 
An infinite  homogeneous  lamina  OS tliickness  1 is  originally  at the 
t'emperature  c V,  tllroughout.  From  a  given  time,  t =  0, one face js 
lrept at the constant temperature  V„  and  the  otlier  face at the tempera- 
ture 0'.  The ratio of  the conductivity of  tlie slab to its specific Iieat is to 
be  deiioted  by  the  constant  a2) the ratio  of  Z2  to  a2zz  by  T, and  tlie 
distance of  any point in  tlie  lamina  from  the  face  which  is kept at the 
t'emperature V„  by z. 
The numbers in Table VITT.  show the rate of  flow across the cold face 
of the  lamina  in  fractional parts  of  the final rate for different values of 
c  and  t,  while  tlie  numbers  in  Table IX. give  the  rate of  flow  across 
different  planes  parallel  to  the lamina faces at differeot times,  for the 
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TABLE  VIII. 
In Figur0 3, the abscissas are tlie elapscd time8 (one division =  4 T), 
arid the Ordinate corresponding to my abscissa is the rate of  flow of  hont 
at that instant across every unit of  surface of  tlie cold fncc of tlie larnina 
TABLE  IX. 
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z=O 
z =  &l 
=  41 
2 = 
=  $1 
Z=;Z 
z=aZ  4 
=  Q1 
VOL.  XSSIV. -  3  FIGU~E  4. 
t=&T 
3.760 
2.762 
1.095 
0.235 
0.036 
0.082 
0.365 
0.922 
1.253 
t=iT 
2.659 
2.279 
1.438 
0.682 
0.301 
0.278 
0.489 
0.761 
0.886 
t=+T 
1.889 
1.756 
1.420 
1.030 
0.730 
0.587 
0.578 
0.627 
0.654 
t= I' 
---P--- 
1.405 
1.366 
1.260 
1.115 
0.963 
0.823 
0.740 
0.686 
0.609 
t=2T 
1.136 
1.125 
1.096 
1.051 
0.999 
0.948 
0.904 
0.876 
0.866 
t=4Z1t=6T 
1.018 
1.017 
1.013 
1.007 
1.000 
0,993 
0.987 
00.03 
0.982 
1.002 
1.002 
1.002 
1.001 
1.000 
0.919 
0,998 
0.998 
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(one vertical division =  4 K V.  -+ I).  Every curve curri~sl)uiiils  tu a par- 
ticular value of  C,  and the values  represented ure  1,  b,  1,  0, -!,  -;,  -1, 
respectively.  All  the  curves  have,  of  Course,  tlie  commoii  asymptote, 
y =  K  V. f  I =  K,  where  Ii is  the  final  rate of flow. 
If  V. is to be 100" C.,  arid the slab is to be origitially at room temper- 
atures, we  may  put  C =  B.  The ordinates  of  tht:  curves  in  Figure 4 
represent the flow of heat, mhen  C = i,  across thc Iiot fncc, tlic cold face, 
and  the  plane  midmay  betmeen  them,  at the  times  iiitlic.:~ted by  tim 
;T/  abscissas.  The horizontal unit is 4  T,  the vcrtiwl uiiit  ) 7. 
In Figure 4 the abscissas  are values  of  z,  tho ordinates  are rates of 
flow.  Each  curve corresponds  to  a given epoch, and tue epoclis rePm- 
sented are &T,  &T,  &T,  T,  2~. 
Without  waiting  to  discuss  here  certain  theoretical  questions  which 
will  Present  themselves in  the  Course  of  our  wopk,  wo  may  biiß8~ 
describe some preliminayy experiments, 
We have used  two different forms of  apparatus in our worlc, tlie One 
inknded for measuring  the absolute  thermal  conductivities  at temper2&- 
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tures between 0" C.  and 100°'  C. of  relatively poor conductors like plates 
of  stone  or  glass ;  the  other  designed  merely  for  comparing  the con- 
ductivities of  slabs  which  form a prism  or  wall,"  through which  there 
is a steady flow of heat. 
Of this second form of apparatus, which is much simpler than the other, 
we have  three  of  different  sizes for plates  65 Cm.,  35,cm., and 20 Cm. 
in  diameter  respectively.  Rough  diagrams  wliich  show  the  essential 
parts  of  two  of  these,  withont  their  elaborate  stands and  jackets,  are 
given  in  Figures 6 and  7.  In  each, tlie prism  to be tested  is enclosed 
between tlie  horizontal  plaued plates of  two castings, which are fastened 
fii.uily together  by  bolts arouiid  their edges  to  insure close  contact with 
tlie  body  uncler  experiment.  Botli  castings  are  hollow ;  one  forms a 
jacketed  chamber through which steam or mercury vapor may be passed 
for  an indefinite period.  The iipper  casting, which  is provided with  a 
- - 
system  of  stirrers or scrapers  operated  by  an  electric  motor,  may  be 
kept  at a low temperature  by filling it with  ice  or by sending  through 
it a steady stream of  water from a very large  tank within  the  tower  of 
the laboratory. 
In Figure 6, A represents the hot charnber, weighing  about two hun- 
dred  kilograms,  which  rests in a thick jacket  on a heavy table or stand 
made  to hold  it.  A  is  connected  directly with  one (B)  of  two stout- 
walled  copper  boilers, B and B',  each of  which holds about  40  litres of 
water.  A  light  cup-shaped  weight, inverted  and  laid  on a large  tube 
with  squared  end  which  projects above  the top of  the boilor, acts as a 
sensitive safety valve and  prevents any ap~reciable  rise  in  temperature 
within  the boiler.  B can  be refilled when necessary with boiling water 36  PROCEEDINGS  OF TUE AhIBRlCAN  ACADIShlY. 
from B without stopping the constant flow of 8te:~ni  tllr«u@  by mems 
of the  f, rnhich is provided with 3 vnlve.  Tht: Ytenm,  flftcr Isass- 
ing through the hot chamber, is led  to  the outer iir by a jacketad  pipe 
11,  descending * from the bottom of  A. 
The connections of  the thermal elements are led out of  the des  of 
prism shut in by A and D, and are held between nl:tbu  of  mood,  svhich nct 
as a sort of  guard-ring jacket to the prisrn for nhout 40 ceiitirnc.tt'rs beforo 
they  emerge.  The platinoid or  Germun  silver  1u:ids  of  tlic3a2  tllerll~~~ 
junctions within  the  prism are soldered  togutlior, aiiil  to ri,  cupll"r  wire 
leading to the (copper) mire of  a potentioinetor, y.  'i'liu  ~wppsr  stide of 
the  couples lead  to a mercury switcli by  wliich  any oiiu of  tlieiii, or allY 
pair  pitted against each  other, may Le  cluiclily coiirirhcttrl  with a secolld 
copper wire  leading to the potentiometer.  011  ite wny frurii  tlie  ~VJitcll 
to  the  cold  junctions  in  C through  the  potentiomcter  wire, tlie cllrrent 
encouriters only copper.  By rneans  of  a  somewhat  eld~ornte  staudard 
potentiometer, not shomn in the diagram, the reuisturice, IL, iri  tlie poteu- 
tiometer  circuit can  be  so adjusted that every millimeter  ou  tlie poten- 
tiometer wire corresponds to  any desired small potential differeiice, such 
as one microvolt or one tenth  of  a  microvolt.  Rather  tlian  m:tke  this 
adjustment  many  tirnes a day to  conform  to  the varying temperature of 
the CoPper  wire, however, we find it better to deterinine tiie slight correcd 
tions necessary to reduce  the readings to absolute  nie:isiire,  I)y notiiig  at 
frequent intervals the iiidications of  a stand&  tl~eriiial  roiil)lc, tlie eleCd 
tromotive force of  which is well kriown.  Tlie potontiometei. mirc, rvllicll 
is  0.25  mm. in  diameter, can be changed iri a few secontlu ior no~v  wire, 
if the old sl10uld become dented or stretclied. 
Into ttle ve~sel  D about 100 lrilograms of  cracked  ice rau  b~ put, nud 
this ice Can  be  kept  in constant motion ovor the smooth  buttom by  llelp 
of  the electric motor, M. 
'kure  shows a similar  but  smalle~  apparatus without its elaboi*atO 
of inch thiclr asbestos jackets.  D  is a closed  iroii drum contaiii+ 
ing  rotar~  stirrer arid  rubber scraper turned by a moboy.  'J'hmu$  D 
large vO1ume of VJater can be sent at a steady rate.  Tlie  bot cllarnber 
is the iron b0x9  B, ~laned  on its upper surface arid communicating at  tlio 
bottom with  retort chamber, cC,  in wllich about 20 kilograms of mel*ciiry 
be lept bOilink  Thß outlet at f alloiM th~  vapola  to esCape to tli~ 
tube 9, cOnnecting lith  a 1al'&3 Wrought iron cl,amber  it condenseS 
d 
* In the ai8gram,  Ii is  erroneously rapresented as  nacc~&ir>~g,  acfi  inscrt~d  i*  tlie side of  A. 
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and  flows back into the retort  through the trap h.  This apparatus takes 
slabs 35 centimeters Square.  Although we  found  it possible to maintain 
with  this arrangement a temperature above 350"  C.,  for many hours at a 
time, it was  difficult to  avoid  superheating by  conduction through  the 
massive iron of  the hot  box, and we intend to discard mercury in future 
and use some less troublesome source of  heat.  If a substance of  greater 
heat of  vaporization than mercury is employed, the retort caiz be removed 
to such a distance that all danger of superheating is removed.  We have 
not  yet  been able  to test an electrical  stove which we  hope  may prove 
to  be a convenient  and a  sufficiently constant  source of  heat  for many 
purposes. 
The apparatus just described has been furnished with trunnions so that 
the  axis  of  the  prism  can  be  made  horizontal  or vertical  at pleasure. 
This  renders it possible to use a layer of  mercury on  each  side of  the 
slab to  be  tested, when  this  is  desirable. 
Our third  apparatus of  this  kind is made entirely of  brass.  Tt  is  in- 
tended  only for  small  thin plates  about  20  cm.  in  diameter, but  is in 
essentials  like  the apparatus just  described. 
Figure 8 represents  the apparatus which we  have used  to deterqine 
the absolute conductivities at temperatnres between 0"  C.  and 100'  C.  of 
various  materials.  The boilers  ancl  the hot  chamber  ase  those  of  the 
apparatus sliomn  in  Figure  G;  the ice  box,  mhich  is  the  outcome of 88  PROCEEDINGS  OF  TIIE  AAI1.IBICAN  ACAIjlDIY.  PPIRCP  AND  WILLSON. -  THERMAL  CONDUCTIQITIES.  39 
several years of  experimentation, is entirely different.  An irori casting, 
2,  Seen in  plan  in  Figure 11  and  in elevat,ion in  Figure 9, accurately 
planed  below  and  turned  true above,  is  the bottom  of  the box.  Be- 
tween  this casting  (which can  be  bolted  to A as D is in  Figure 6)  and 
A is held  the prism to be experimented On.  While Z was  in  the lathe 
a small hole, H,  about 3  millimeters in diameter and 4  millimeters deep 
was drilled exactly in tlie centro of its upper face.  Subsequently a piece 
of  solid dra~vn  brass tube 12.3 cm. in outside diameter and 13.5 Cm.  high, 
with  carefully  squared ends,  was  held  centrally  in  Z,  by menns  of  a PEIEtCE  AND  WILLSON. -  THERhIAL  CONDUCTIVITIES. 
woOden disk turned  to fit  it, and  a  central  pin  iiiserted  H, arid  was 
then so]dered firmly to 2.  This was  ncconiplisherl,  mariY  trials  0f 
other materials, by the use  of  white  pitcli  as a flux, and  the  result  left 
nothing  to be desired.  Tbe walls of  the pot  tbus formed were jacketed 
on the outside, except for a height  of  about 2 niillimeters at tlie bottomt 
by  an  inch  thick  casting of  hard  rubber  made  for  the  pui.pose  in  the 
form of  a cylindrical shell.  This casting, wliicli  was  cut  off scluare at 
the top  of  the pot, tapered to nothing  near the bottom, but  did  not  rest 
upon the floor,  (Figure 10.)  Upon the top of  this jacket  was fastened 
a hard  rubber Cover shaped soriiewhat lilte a  cyliridricsl  hat.  This bad 
an openiug at the  top  whicli  could  be  closed  by  ari  accurately fithing 
rubber  plug.  In the  box  P,  thus  made,  is  placed  s thiii-wtllled  ice 
holder,  Q, open at top and  bottom,  of  the Same  outside  diaiiieter belom 
as the inside of  the brass pot, but somewhat smaller above, so as to leave 
aii air space between it an4 tlie walls of  the pot. 
In order  that  the  holder  rnay  be  easily rotsteil, a  pin  soldered  to  a 
thin  diametral  web, F,  whicli  runs  scross tlie  bottom  of  thc  holder, 
inswterl in H,  and a vertical  brass  rod  soldered  to  a similar web, 8,  at 
the  top  of  the  holder  passes  through  a  hole  in  the  Corner  of  the  pot 
whicli  it fits closely.  A  hard  rubber  thimble fittirig  tightly ori  the rod 
and  turning  witli  it permits the slow entrauce of  cold  air  iiito  tlie  pot 
without  allowing  aiiy  water  to  lealr  in.  Tlie  rot]  caii  be  ciarnped at 
pleasure to a brass yoke which is turned by the inotor.  In order to pre- 
veiit  the introduction of  heat  iuto  the  pot  by conductiou down  the rod, , 
the exposed portion is buried  in cracked  ice  held  in s tliin metallic CUP 
carried  by  the  yoke arid  resting  on  it.  When tlle  liolder  ie filled 
ice arid  i5 turned  by  the motor, the web  at tlie  bottom  compels the  ice 
to ruh over the floor of the casting, since the liolder itself lias no bottom: 
arid as a result  of  this, the lorer surface of  tlie iee quiclrly ncquires nnd 
keeps a mirror-like  surface.  The drip  from  the pot  Comes out of  the 
edge of  the  Casting  through  a straigllt hole  about 26 Cm.  long aud 
0.6 Cm*  in diameter drilled in  the plate  arid  ending just  inside the pot. 
The whole aPParatus is very  sliglitlg tilted  so as to  insUre the steady 
outflow of  the  drip.  *  large  cylinder,  35 Cm.  high,  mnde of  rolled  brass  4  mm.  thick 
Open  at the  arid bottom, i~ mounted on brass ball bearings placed 
On  the outside of  the hard rubber jacket  of  the pot P,  by  of  six 
vaneB,  One  of which, X, is shown in Figure 9.  weigha about 20 
grams when empty, arid Fests upon 144 brass balls each about 12 mm.  in 
diameter.  When  in motion  by a slight push, it  to rot& 42  PROCEEDINGS  OF THE  ANERICAN  BCAL)ERIY. 
for about a minute before coming to rest.  This, likc most  of  our other 
apparatus,  was  constructed by  Rlr.  G. W. Thompson, the mechanician 
of the Jefferson Laboratory, and we have been much i~idebted  to his skill 
and  patience at every stage of  our work.  K is  so  truly hiing  that the 
outside can  be used as a pulley and the whole cari he  rohted hy the use 
of the belt shown in Figure 8.  The vanes resch  to nbout 2 inillimeters 
of  the fl00r of the box, and  when  the whole is filled with cracked ice and 
then mtated, the ice at the bottom which rubs on Z soon gets and holds 
a VerY  smooth surface.  A hole in,tlie bottom of  Z caries slvay tlie drip 
prevents anY ~ccumulation  of  water on the floor of the ice box. 
lPere  at first troubled by  irregularities arising  from honegcoml>ing of  t11e 
ice in thei~e  box, arid to remedy this a suitably loaded brass tnpod 1s i~sed 
t0 pack the ice by light blows delivered at intervals of 21 secOnda,  by the 
aid  of  tl.19  L.  A train of  four wheels is necessary to reduce  the 
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speed  of  I< to one revolution in  20 seconds, thougti only two wheels are 
shown in the drawings.  The tripod slides  in  guides which revolve with 
.Ei and  a  swivel  at .the  top  prevents  the  cord  from  twisting. 
The rotation of  Iiand of  the inside ice  holder,  Q, which is connected 
with K by a thiii yoke, are matters of much importance.  The continual 
rubbing of  the ice over the flat surface of  the casting seems  to be neces- 
sary if  the latter is  to  be  kept at a uniform  constant  temperature for 
hours.  The energy used in rotating Q is so little as to be qiiite negligible, 
as we  shall show  further  On.  The ice  in I< is piled up so as to Cover 
P completely, and  we  have  been  unable  to  detect  any  difference be- 
tween the temperatures within and  without P by fine, properly protected 
thermal junctions introduced for the purpose.  If,  while K revolves,  Q is 
kept  still,  the  amount  of  ice  melted  in  Q  becomes  ii.regular,  though 
the  wliole  amount  of  drip  in  two  or  three  hours  is  not  very different 
from  the  amount  of  steady drip  in  an equal  time  when  Q is rotating. 
Only selected  lumps  of  ice are put into Q.  The ice  to be used is first 
broken up into pieces weighing  something  like 15 grams each, by means 
of  an  ice-cracking  macliine,  and  these  pieces  are  then  put  into  ice 
water  so  that  their  sharp  edges  may become  slightly  rounded.  They 
are  theri drained  and  dropped  into Q.  In this way a slight amount  of 
water attached  to the ice is introdiiced into  Q, but the error due to  this 
cause appears  to be of  sliglit  importance.  In some of  our experiments 
the  ice  to  be  used was  carefully dried  in  cold  blotting  Paper, but  this 
precaution  does not  seem  to  be  necessary, though  the use of  small bits 
of  ice with  sharp edges  is  to be  avoided.  Q's  capacity is about  2,000 
ciibic centimeters.  After  Q has been freshly filled  in  the Course of  any 
experiment while K is rotatirig, no record is kept for some time, perhaps 
fifteen  miiiutes, of  the amourit  of  drip.  Before  the  expiration  of  this 
interval  the extra water introduced into Q with  the ice has drained  off, 
and the  indications  have  become  steady.  After  this  the  apparatus is 
allowed to  run  for about  two  hours  until  300 grams  of  ice or less has 
been  melted, and then  Q is  reflled.  The drip  tube  always contains  a 
few drops of  water, but this amount remains sensibly constant during the 
Progress of our experiment.  The drip is collected in  a graduated vessel, 
and the approximate amount  is noted  from  time to time  to see whether 
the flow  is  steady.  The whole  is  then more  accurately determined by 
weighing, at longer  intervals. 
The regularity of  drip is a fai. more sensitive test  of  the approximate 
attainment  of  tlie final state of  the body ex~erimented  on  and  its sur- 
roundings  tlian is a sensiMg constant temperature  gradient  on  the axis. 44  PROCEEDINGS  OP  THE  ARIiCRICAN  AGA1)KnIP. 
In most of  our  experiments with  the  large  appsratus just  described, 3 
sufficiently steady state has been attsined  in about five  houin  from 
beginning  of  the  heating.  Sheets of  blottirig  psper were generally in- 
serted between  the prism  to  be  tested, and  the  hot nnd cold  boxes,  to 
serve as elastic pads, and to prevent  the possible metting of the edge of 
the prism by  moisture condensed  oii  the  ice  110~. The preseiice of  this 
paper  prolonged  the time of  waitins  for the firial  statt? to  be attained, 
but did not  influence the results of  tho me:isureilieiit of  tlic coiitliictivity 
of the prisrn.  When filled witli ice, Z  arid Z<  wcligli  :tI,oiit 300 kiln~r:rnis, 
and  the additional pressure due to the bolts is coiisitlerablu, so tliilt, rnbcll 
the prism  is made up of  brittle  material  liko glass,  tlie blottiiig  papr 
or an equivalent must  be  used  to  prevent  the  prisni  from  ii~jilry. '8e 
have  tried  several different materials,  arid of  these  the  blotting  Paper 
is  the most  satisfactory.  JVe  may  note  in  psssiiig,  however,  that the 
indications of  therinal  couples  placed  betaeen soft pads  and  tlie  hard 
prisms are often xery anomalous, tivo  thermal  juiictions  placed  side b~ 
side sometimes differing very nidely.  In all  the  eapenments  tbat Re 
regard as  trustworthy the slab to be tested nith its attendant thermopiles 
was placed between two other slabs of tire  Same  muierial, in forming  the 
prism. 
Most  of  our mercury  thermometers were  made  by  Alvergniat, or bY 
Rkhards & Co.,  bot  our anal Standard was  Toiinelot  No.  11,142, uPon 
which  a very complete set  of  tests lias beuu  mnde nt  tho  lnternntionnl 
Bureau  of Weights  and  Measures. 
ihr temperatures  higher  than  100'  C.  bad  two  platinum  thW  mometers  of  the  general  form  described  by  Messrn.  GililFiths and  Cd- 
lmdar.  These  served  an  excellent  pu~pose, though  tlie  pire,  about 
0.2 mm.  in  diameter,  seemed from  the form  of  t\ie calibl*ation cullve 
not  to be VerY  pure.  The resistance  of  one OE  them,  as measured b~ 
Care~  Fester  Bridge  was  about  29.25, 36.78, 42.85, 45.31, or 55.43 
Ohms, accOrding  as it Was  itnmersed in melting ice or the vapor,  760'  C.Ce 
PressUre,  of *ater, anilin, naphthalin, or mercury.  We lIav0 another tlier- 
mometer made  of  Pure platinum wire furnished by Mesgrs. Jol~nson  arid 
latthey, 0.005 inch in diameter.  This ne  intend to malre our 
All out' thermal elements were made either of platinoid arid copper,  Or 
of  Gernan silver 
copper;  some were of  wire, md Borne  of  oailrow 
dbbon  cl~efully  rolled  for  our  use.  Eacli  specimen  of platinoid  or 
Gemlan  silver Was "  butt-jointed,"  generally by silver 
to  a 
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of  the purest obtainable copper of  equal  Cross section.  Our finest  nire 
thermal  elements, less  than  one tenth of  a millimeter  in diameter, "were 
so  skilfully made by Mr. Sven Nelson, of  Cambridge, that the joint  was 
hardly perceptible.  Our German silver and  copper  ribbon  thermal ele- 
ments, about one eighth of  a millimeter  thick, were made by  Mr. T. W. 
Gleeson  of  Boston.  These last were first  soldered  with  the  help  of  a 
holder  constructed  for  the purpose,  and  the  joint  was  then  rolled  or 
scraped  uutil  it was  as nearly as might  be of  the same thickness as the 
adjacent metal. 
For wire  thermal elements me  had  large qiiantities of  three  icinds of 
platinoid,  approximately 0.74,  0.30, and  0.097  mm.  in  diarneter.  Tlie 
erst  two  specimens  were  obtained  about  ten  years ago  from  Messrs. 
Elliott Brotherg and have been thoroughly seasoned.  Each is  thermo- 
electrically pretty definite, though  the  two  are  quite  different  in  their 
properties.  The  electromotive  force,  in  microvolts,  of  platinoid  and 
electrolvticall~  deposited  copper  elements  made  of  these wires  may be  -  - - 
tabulated  as follows for low  temperatures. 
Besides platinoid we  have used with copper for wire thermal  elements 
two  kinds of  German silver wire respectively about 0.1 mm.  and about 
A 
Electromotive Porcc 
of Pliitinoid No. 2 
vs. Coppcr. 
152 
306 
465 
628 
799 
973 
1159 
1356 
1569 
1787 
of tho 
Junctions. 
0" and  10' 
0" and  20° 
0" and  30' 
0" and  40" 
0" and  50' 
0" and  60° 
0" and  70" 
O0 and  80' 
0" and  90° 
O0  and 100' 
llcctromotivo Porco 
of Plutiuoid No. 1 
vs. Ooppor. 
189 
379 
572 
769 
971 
1179 
1391 
1609 
1834 
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While it takes  a  long day  to  mako  ari  :lecurate  determination with 
our large apparatus of  the  absolute coiiductivity of  :L  sl:rb,  two determi- 
nations  may  easily  be  made  in  the  Same  time  of  tlie  relative  Mn- 
ductivities of  the  slabs  which  go  to form  a  prisrn,  sirice  the  gndient 
on  the  axis  of  the  slab  does  not  sensibly  chunge  after  four  hours 
of  heating, and  it is  then  only  necessary  to note  the  rendings of tbß 
thermopiles.  With our smallest apparatus and thin slabs tmo  houi.8 
often suflicient  for a measurement.  Our experience seems  to lil1ow  tlnt 
this mt:thod  of  comparison  is ausceptible of  great neciiwcy.  R'a  Ilave 
made a verg large number of  direct  determinatioris of  tht: ~oiidiictivities 
of different slabs of stone, but, in view of  the fttct &eiitioiicd  nbove 
tlie amount of  moisture in  the stone affects the cc~iicltictivity  rory ~ppre- 
ciably, even if  the  less  tedious methad  of  conipariaoli  mere  not  eiluall~ 
accurate, we should  think it wise in future  to detcrmiiie with great cirß 
the absolute conductivity of a standard substance unaffected by moisture, 
a~d  thm compare with  it the c~nductivit~  of  the stone  slabs.  Th0 3C- 
CuraCy with which the comparison can be made is greater of  Course 
that of a single absolute determination. 
The ~artioular  kind of glass which we  have fouod useful  as a compari- 
8011 substance was selected some years  igo from the stock  of  the Boston 
Plate Glas8  Company.  The faces  of  eacli  plate  are very nearly plane, 
the  planes are not  in  every specimkn  quite  parallel.  The conduc- 
tivities of  different  plates are somewhat different, biit the conductivity 0f 
each  plate remains sensibly constant within  Iarge ranges of  temperature* 
Cut froln this  glass we have a number of  sIabs  60 centimetelvs square, 
number of  slabs  30  ~entimeters  Square arid  Soma  disks about 20 oanti- 
meters in diameter. 
We shall wi~h  to discuss the properties of  this kind of  glass at higller 
tem~eratures  more  particularly  on  anothey occasion.  Wl- our  present 
PurPoses7  it is  worth  while to  measure  the  tempe~*atures  to  tcnths  of 
degrees only arid  tlie  thickness of  a slab  to  the nenrest  twcntieth  of 
millimetei;  arid  an acCO~nt  0f  a  few experiments  tllis  degree  of  3'2- 
curacy~  chosen almest at random from the large number of ivhich ne  UaVe 
records, will suffice. 
Slabs A, B, 0,  arid D  are cut from one particular  laqe  homogeneous 
~iece  of  this glass, tlie  conductivity of wliich, ;iccordinp  to our detel'mi- 
nations,  is to that  of  Plate 111.  mentiooed be]olv  as  187 to 175.  Wo 
5ha11 assume the conductivities of  these slabs to 110 0.00277 nt d1  oiulinm'y 
"m~emt~res-  We have not been  able to detect any $ffei*ences in  thair 
conductivities, 
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Xxperiment  (U).  A compound  slab, made up  of  slabs B and A with 
their thermal elements, was placed betweeu two other glass plates to form 
a prism.  The thickness of  B  is 0.950 cm.  and of  d  0.935  cm.  In  the 
final state of  the  prism, the thermal elements on the warmer face  of B, 
between B and A, aiid  on  the colder  side of 8,  indicated  88O.1,  63O.4, 
and 3B0.9 respectively.  A fall of  14O.7 in 0.950 cm. is very nearly equal 
to a fall of 14O.5 in 0.935 cm. 
E3cperiment  (6).  In the final state of  a prism made up of slabs A and 
B shut  in between two other  glass plates, the thermal elements  on  the 
warmer  face of  8, between A  and B,  and gn  the  colder  face of  B, 
indicated  55°.0,  62O.2,  and  39O.1  respectively.  A  fall  of  22O.8  in 
0.935 Cm.  is very nearly equal to a fall of  23O.1  in 0.950 cm. 
XxperZment  (C).  Three slabs A,  C,  and E of  the Standard glass with 
three  other glass  plates,  wliich  we  may denote by P,  Q, and 3,  were 
built up into a prism  PA  Q C ER  with thermal elements between P  and 
A, A and  Q, Q and  C, E and B.  In the final  state the  temperatures 
of  the thermal elements were very nearly 88O.2,  74O.2,  58O.8 and 30°.0, 
respectively, so that the gradient in the slab A of  thickness 0.935  cm.  is 
almost exactly the same as in the double slab C E of  thickness 1.93 Cm. 
There seemed  to be, therefore, no appreciable contact resistance (Ueber- 
gangswiderstand)  between the two slabs. 
Experiment  (d).  After  experiment  (C)  had  been  finished, a narrom 
ring of blotting Paper, the insidc diameter of  which was only slightly less 
than  the diameter of  the  disks, was  inserted  between  O  and E  so as to 
have a dead air space between them  0.7 rnm. thick, wlien  the prism was 
under  pressure.  In the  final  state  the  temperatures  were now  89O.9, 
78" .3, 66O.5,  and 25O.9,  so that in this particular case the dead air space 
was nearly equivalent to o glass plate 4.8 mm. thick. 
.Experiment  (e).  In this experiment  Plate III., of  0.875  cm. thick- 
ness, was a part  of  a prism  heated in the larger apparatus intended for 
the determination  of  absolute  conductivities.  The temperatures  of  the 
thermal elements on the faces of  the plates  in the final state were 69" .7 
and 58O.8 respectively.  In 9060 seconds 464.5 grams of  ice were melted. 
Assuming the area of  the bottom of  the ice pot to be 126.7 Square centi- 
meters and the latent heat of melting of  ice to be 79.25, this corresponds 
to  a  mnductivity  of  0.00268.  It is  obvious,  however,  that  the  last 
figure of  this number  is  not  quite  ilefinitely determined. 
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Ezpe~irnet~t  (f  ).  In the final ~tatc!  of 3 gri>tri d11iil:ar  trr  tlit* ori~  tnseil 
in  the last experiment, 31  1.0  grirns of ist0  wcrc rucltc.tl  iri  23  1U  ~ecs~ida 
when the temperatures of the thermal eeleuicutb sii tiir f:twh  grf  l'ltrte  111- 
were  66O.4  and  54O.1.  This corresl~oudu  tu n e.c>riduattivity  srt'  0.160260. 
Here again the last figure is in doubt. 
We had  occasion to measure  the  nbsoliite  corrdrirtivity  cbf  only  one 
other of  tlie 60 cm.  syuare plates boiigl~t  at thu R:rmc  tirno  fiil  P1:ate  IIT* 
This was  Plate I.  The rcsults  of  t~vo  experi~~itoiitq  nr:~tIv on  it  wer@ 
0.00262  and  0.00259.  The crown  gl:iss  used  hg Otltlniils  li:zsl  :L  ceoli- 
ductivity  of  0.00245,  that  of  Lees*  a  sonductivit,y of  0.00243. 
We will  next  cite  a single exporimoitt  to  ~lrorn  Iiow  muc*li 1110 collo 
ductivity of tlie particukr Lind of  st:rtua~ry  marljle thlbt .rre utged  coiild  b@ 
changed by  moistening tiie stone. 
aperiment (Y). A prism was rnade up of three plates of  glnss, A, P$ 
snd Q,  and three dry slabs of  statuary mmble, C,  D, mtl  E, arrnnged in 
the order PA  Q ED  C with thermal jjunctious between P aud A, A nncl 
Q,  B  arid  D,  D  and  0.  The ternpratures  indicated  bg  the  tllermal 
j~ctious  when the prism had sensiblg resched its final  state Ivere S4°.6, 
67O.7,  38O.6, arid  27O.7.  D  was  theii  ~vell  moistened  with  water, anu 
the experiment was then repeated.  The tempemtures 1vel-e then  85'.3, 
70O.52  46O.0,  snd 38O.1,  80  that the ~onductivit~  iif D Iia<l been i~lere~sc~l 
in the ratio of  1.21 to  1. 
Xxporiment  (h).  In order  to form an idan of  tlio nmount  of cllnnco 
with-the Btate of  the weather of  tho conductivity of r  pieoci nf olir Cnrrfir' 
stataary rnarble, wo  made three compai*isons  On  tbreo iliiFttri!iit  oCcnßionfl 
of  the relative ~onductivities  of  a slab of  it (0)  1.08 c~llt,iuieturs  tllicli, 
arid a plate (8)  d  staudard glass.  Between the orl>oriinonts,  C IvnS  luft 
in a mom the windows of  which were much of tlie time opeli  Tlia refil1lte 
were ss follows : - 
Temperature of  warm side of the glass,  8;i0.6  84O.G  840e8 
TemPeratu~e  of tha hool side of the glase,  G8O.l  G7O.1  670a4 
Tem~erahlre  of  the warm aide of the maphle,  4p.0  4P.1  40O.3 
Tem~erature  of the cool  of ths mar&,  32O.O  :jlO.l  29O.4 
Ratio of the col~ductivitiea  of the marble arid the glass,  1  ,84  1  -84,  1.83 
Average conductivity of the slab 0,  0.00509 
*nother  s~ecimen  of earra1.a mnrble hn(1 n mnauctivihy  O,0(i:i01. -  noj  yet  «E  PaPQl' lly MI.  Lees menHollrd  in Bio &fm~.l],  1808, 
number ofh  BelblOtter  ZU den Annalen der pl,ysit und  ~l~~,,i~, 
, Before we state the results of  our own obserrations upon other speci- 
mens, we will give for purposes of compasison some determinations of the 
thermal conductivities of  marble made by other observers. 52  PBOCEEDINUS  OF TI116  AblE,I:IG"6%N At"lltE+9IP. 
'J'aking  a certain piect.-j  of <L P-jreuecr+ &I:irldan " :L! 3 -t:iitd:~rfl*  ]-)I'.  Les 
found the conductivities af spccime~is  aaf  " C'trrrtir:a  hlürblc " uud  G Ihjim 
Marble"  to be 0.769 and 0.763 reupectively. 
In determining the thermal  coriductivitics of  thu ~ipcciitirziis  0f I-I-w~~~ 
mentioned  below, the prism clnrnraad  Irotwaeu  tlit:  butt  :~II~I  tlle cnld 
of  our apparatus was made up  of  siu ~llrfr~  in barit.4, a platt*  06  ~t:~t~~~r~ 
glass 0.935 CU. thick betmeen two thiil plrrtea  uf gln\.;, :~iiil  tlie ijl;~]~  tu 
tested  between  two  thin  slabs of  mar1,lo.  A  ril~trtrri  elit*rni:~l  clcmeut 
and  tinfoil miugs mere plnced  on encll sidu of  tlir? ht:itid:anl  ~~lti~~~r  fi1d uli 
each side of the marble to be experimentcd oll, KM 6li:al  tlit~rrd  ivkrrt.!  folll*  ~f 
these thermal elemeiits in all.  WIleu tliu pri~nn  b:itl  $c*lii.,i\rI! ra~acli~d  its 
final statc, the temperatures of  tI~e  tI~errn:~I  jri~ictioiii.;  wt6rc! clr~ttnrrriiiic~~ 
the ratio of  the conductivities of  thu  g1:ltisrj  :aiid  tliu riii~rblar  war aiisumed 
to be equal to  the reciprocal  of  the  r:ttio  uf  tlie  ~~nidianti;  iu  tlie  tffo 
slabs.  By introducing an extra ~1st~  or :L  81ieut sr tvvu  uf  I~lottiiig  pl)er 
into the prism, the tmo  gradiwts  could  btt  altered  ut  pleauure  but  not 
their ratio,  So far  as we  could  See,  it was  immnteriaI  in  the  ase  0f 
these substances nhether  the marble bnse of  the prism or thr? gla~  base 
Was  ~laced  UppermoSt, but we  generally placed the marble on  top, 80 tbat 
the mean temperature of  each specimen might Ile al.l>oilt  ;3O^  C.  In  statillg 
the results  of  Sone of  thesc determinati~n~,  re  .lldl  give  temyera- 
tures of  the four  thermal junctions  in Order,  tlien  tlie ratin of  t.110  coii- 
ductivities of  the marble to be teated nnd  tlie  i;tnililard giiira, n~h<l  tiunlllly 
the absolute conductivity of  the tna~blc  011 tlie ;imililiption tll:d t11:tt  of tllc 
glass is 0.00277.  We  hall give tlie absulutu co~lductivity  of  tliu  ninL'ljlo 
to three stnificant figures, but it ia  evi<larlt that tlle lrvt  tliuau  is  iiot 
determined.  All  the ~pecimI3tlS  Wem :$ytificially <Iriid  ftir alisi<i tii,i~ 
the  spare over  the boilers wvhiCh  furnisli stuanl filr lluil~ilig  tl~ 
JeffersOn Laborator~,  and  were  tiien  al\owd to  RpiLUd  iuIIIU  \yc<~li~ 
st ordinar~  rOom temporatures so that  tlioir coi1ditiouu  iiiiglit  he  Iiol*ln  d 
al'tificia' heating  dsove off  the erccss  miiiyture ac(pii.ecl  uy tl~ 
marble  while being  Cut  under  ipater  at  the  mi~l, 
Most  of  Our  stone wm  obtained from  Mesars. Bowk  arid  TorroY 0f 
who  kindl~  collecteü  for  us  ~epresentnti~~  sliecimena  of  such 
materials as are co~monly  used for decorative land moniimontd purpoSes* 
We have @ven to the slab~  the names used  bg atono wo1+1~er1~  arid IiaVo 
them all  "marbles:>  tho~gli  ono  or  two might  moro  pmparly b" 
called  ''limestones?'  Tho '' Mededcm  Onyx D is yoally travertji1a  OU~ 
thanks  due to Prof. J. E.  Wolff far Iialp in ideotifyitl~  our alieoimnfh 
b 
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Fossiliferous  Tennessee  Marble. 
(Red with numerous white fossils.) 
Thickness in centimeters,  2.40 
Temperatures of  the faces of  the glass plate,  82O.3 and 63O.2 
Temperatures of the faces of the marble slab,  43O.3  and 24O.4 
Ratio of the conductivities of the marble and the glass,  2.73 
Absolute conductivity of  the marble,  0.00756 
American White  Marble. 
(Cream white.) 
Thickness in centimetei7s,  2.68 
Temperatures of  tlie faces of the glass plde,  83O.6 and 64O.6 
Temperatures of  tlie faces of  the marble slab,  45'  .4 and 20" .3 
Ratio of  the conductivities of  the marble and the glass,  2.15 
Absolute conductivity of  the marble,  0.00596 
Vermont  Statuary  Marble. 
(Snow  wliite with coarse but uniform grain.) 
Thiclrriess in  centimeters,  2.40 
Temperatures of the faces of  the glass plate,  82O.9 and 64O.2 
Temperatures of  the faces of  the marble slab,  44O.7  and 21°.7 
Ratio of  the coiiductivities of  the marble and the glass,  2.09 
A.bsolute co~iductivity  of the marble,  0.00578 
~isboii  Marble. 
(Light terra-cotta with darker veins.) 
Thiclrness iii centimeters,  2.30 
Teinperatures of  Llie  faces of  the glass plate,  80°.9 and 60°.8 
Temperatures of  the &ces of the marble slab,  39O.6  and 19O.6 
Ratio of the conductivities of the marble and the glass,  2.47 
Absolute conductivity of the marble  0.00685 
St. Baume  Marble. 
(Yellow, red, and ycllowish white brecciated.) 
Thickness in centimeters,  2.36 
Temperatiires of  the faces of the glass plate,  80°.9  and 61°.2 
Temperatures of  the faces of the marble slab,  40°.3 and 22O.1 
Ratio of the conductivities of  the marble and the glass,  2.75 
Absolute conductivity of  the marble,  0.00761 54  PROCEEDINGS  OF THE  AiiIEIUCAN  ACADEMY. 
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sienna Marble. 
Rose  Ivory  Marble. 
(Brom Djebel-er-Roos,  Algiers.  White witli very sligiit pinliiuli  tiilge.   ver^ fino 
in  pain.) 
Thickness in centimeters,  2.64 
Temperatures of the faces of  the glass plate,  80O.3 arid 60°.2 
Temperatures of the faces of  the mnrble slab,  31iU.ü  aud 19O.0 
Ratio of  the coiidiictivities of  the marble aud the gluuu,  2.73 
Absolute conductivity of  the marble,  U.OU75G 
.  Itaiian  Egyptian  Marble. 
(Breccia.  Slate colored mitli  oclire-yellorv and  wliite veiris.) 
Thichess in centimeters,  2.05 
Tempesatures of the faces of  the glass plate,  8:Sn  .O  arid  63O.3 
Temperatures of  the faces of  the marble slab,  43".1  aiid 19O.2 
Ratio of  the conductivities of  tbe marble and the glaes,  2.25 
Absolute conductivity of the marble,  0.00623 
Mexican  Onyx. 
(Alabaster wliite, translucent.) 
Thickness in centimetres,  2.29 
Temperatures of the faces of the glass plate,  82O.9 and 63O.8 
Temperatures of the faces of  the onyx slab,  43O.1  and 19O.8 
Ratio of  the conductivities of  the onyx and the glass,  2.01 
Absolute conductivity of  the oynx,  0.00556 
Vermont Dove  Colored  Marble. 
(Dove colored witli light and dark strioc.)  * 
Thickness in centimeters,  2.10 
'Pemperatures  of the faces OE the glass plate,  80°.5 and 59'-3 
Temperatures of the faces OE the marble slab,  30O.1  and 18"-9 
Ratio of the conductivities of  the marbh and the glass,  2.47 
Absolute conductivity of the marble,  (h00684 
Bardiglio  Marble, 
(Fmm the Sernvazza quarries.  Cloudy white, with netviorlc of dstinch dark lines') 
Thickness in centimeters,  2.44 
Temperatures of the faces of the glaßs ppste,  81°.8 and 61'3  Temperatures of the faces of  the marble plate, 
41°.1 arid 1g0a3  .Ratio 0f the conductivities of  the mai%le arid the glass, 
2-45  Absolute conductivity of  the mari&, 
0.00680 
(Yellowisli wliite witli blue veins.) 
Thickness in centimeters,  2.48 
Temperatures of  the faces of  the glass plate,  81°.5 and 60°.9 
Temperaturcs of the faces of  the marble plate,  40°.9 and 18O.6 
Ratio of  the conductivities of  the marble and the glass,  2.44 
Absolute conductivity of  the marble,  0.00676 
St. Anne  Marble. 
(Brown blaclr with wliite patclies.) 
Thickness in centimeters,  2.34 
Temperatures of the faces of  the glass plate,  80"  .9 and 60°.1 
Temperatiires of  tl~e  faces of the marble plate,  38O.8 and 19O.7 
Ratio of  the conductivities of  the marble and the glass,  2.73 
Absolute coliductivity of the marble,  0.00755 
American  Black  Marble. 
(Darlr slate.) 
Thiclrness in centimeters,  2.43 
Temperatores of  the faces of  tlie glass plate,  81°.0 and 61°.1 
Temperati~res  of  the faces of  the marble slab,  40°.1 and 19O.2 
Ratio of the condilctivities of  the marble and the glass,  2.47  . 
Absolate conductivity of the marble,  0.00685 
Vermont  Cloudy Marble. 
(Cloudy white witli darker patclies.) 
Thickness in centimeters,  2.55 
Temperatures of  the faces of the glass plate,  82O.3 and 62O.l 
Temperatures of  the faces of  the marble slab,  41°.8 and 19O.4 
Ratio of the conductivities of the marble and the glass,  2.46 
Absolute conductivity of the marble,  0.00681 
Knoxville Marble 
(Pink mith  occasional darlr serrated veins.)  - ' 
Thiclznsss in centimeters,  2.37 
Temperatuses of the faces of  the glass plate,  81°.6 and 61°.0 
Teinperatures of  the faces of the marble slab,  38O.9  and 20°.1 
Ratio of  the conductivities of tlie inarl~le  and tlie glass,  2.62 
Absolute conductivity of  the marble,  0.00757 56  PROCEEDINGS  OF THE A~IERICAN  ACADERIY. 
Arranging the results in  the order of  the conduotivities of the speci- 
mens,  we get the' subjoined table.  We call  attention to the two group8 
of  fine-grained marbles, which have  conductivities  of  about  0.0068 arid 
0.0076 respectively, at about 30" C. 
Varicty of iüarblo.  Condußtivity. 
Carrara Statuary "  , . . , . .  0.00501 
. . 
&L  <C  .  I 
"  Mexican Onyx " ... 
Vermont Statuary " . . 
American White  ,  . 
"Egyptian"  ..... 
"Sienna".  ..... 
'<  Bardiglio “..... 
"  Vermont Cloudy White " 
"  Vermont Dove Colored " 
Lisbon "  ..... 
"  American Black ''  . . 
Belgian"  ..... 
African Rose Ivory "  . 
<C Tennessee Fossiliferous " 
"  Rnoxville Pink )'  ,  ,  . 
"St. Baume"  .... 
We reserVe for a second  paper  the results of  obseraatioos made uPon 
other materials. 
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